Acquisition of a
strategic stake in
De Nora
November 19th, 2020

De Nora’s position in the hydrogen value chain complements
Snam’s strategy
Electricity
transport

On site
green H2
Production

Renewable
Generation

Centralised
green H2
Production

Asset readiness
Fuel cell
applications
Fostering value chain development

Italian Hydrogen Strategy guidelines to be announced

Hydrogen investments to grow rapidly

•
•
•
•

• $11tn of investments forecast for the whole of

€10bn of investments by 2030
2% penetration by 2030; 20% by 2050
5GW of electrolyzer capacity
Italy as a “Hydrogen Hub”

the value chain to 2050 (BNEF)

• €180-470bn cumulated investments by 2050 in
Europe (EU hydrogen strategy)
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The partnership with De Nora
One-of-a-kind asset with
significant global growth
potential

Global leader in key
component of hydrogen
technology

Attractive water
technologies with strong
growth profile

Adds significant edge to
Snam’s origination
Provides cross selling
opportunities

Potential seed asset for an
energy transition
investment platform

A global innovator in sustainable, clean energy technologies
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The transaction
Deal structure

•
•
•
•
•

Snam to acquire ca.33% of De Nora from Blackstone
The company will appoint 3 Board Members,
Representation on Strategic and Technical Committees
Approx. € 0.4bn investment
Closing expected in Q1/2021 after the relevant antitrust
clearances

DE NORA FAMILY

~33%

~ 67%

Compelling valuation and growth potential

•
•
•
•
•

FY 2020E revenues of >€500m
Revenue split: 60% electrodes, 40% from water business
FY 2020E EBITDA ca.€90m
Ebitda CAGR 2017-2020: 8%
Ideally positioned to be an international, technologybased listed company

34%
+

Value-creating transaction
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De Nora: a one-of-kind technology platform
Exceptional business profile…

• Electrodes: leading company in Chlor-Alkali, electronics and
surface finishing

• Leading position in growing water and waste water
treatment segment
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… with strong hydrogen upside
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• Fast-growing H2 electrodes business (key component of
electrolyzers)
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• 34% of the JV with Thyssenkrupp, which co-develops,
assembles and installs electrolyzers and plants

• Joint Development Agreement with fuel cell specialist AFC
Energy to develop alkaline electrodes for alkaline fuel cells
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Industry-leading technology and competences

• Product and technological excellence (>350 patent families)
• 3 R&D centres (Italy, Japan and USA), 12 manufacturing sites,
1600 employees

key

• Partner of choice for a variety of industrial electrochemical
processes, water and waste water treatment solutions

Leading provider of sustainable technologies worldwide
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Global leader in key components of hydrogen technology
De Nora is at the heart of the electrolyzer process…

…and supplies global top licensors of Alkaline water electrolyzers

Courtesy of McPhy

Courtesy of tkUCE

De Nora’s scope: tkUCE cell manufacturing

De Nora’s are superior

•
•
•
•

Proprietary coating application on electrodes
electrodes and cells manufacturing
Cell assembling
Maintenance / recoating services (After
Market)

De Nora’s scope: supply of proprietary electrode
packages
Designed to fit Licensor’s cell technology

• Proprietary coating application on electrodes
• Electrodes and accessories manufacturing
• Zero gap configuration and optimized flow fields

• AWE will cover approx. 60% of the expected hydrogen market by 2030
• Coating performances and durability determine the performance of the electrolyzers
and LCOH (levelized cost of hydrogen)

• De Nora electrodes are best-in-class technology in terms of cost, efficiency and lifetime

At the heart of electrolyzing process
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Deploying PEM and AWE electrolyzers cover the entire
addressable market
Example EU: Cumulated PEM vs. AWE Addressable Market @2030 (GW)

Sector

Applications

PEM vs. AWE fit

1

Refining & Petrochemical

PEM

AWE

2

Steel

PEM

AWE

3

Ammonia & Methanol

PEM

AWE

4

Energy Vector

PEM

AWE

5

Car / Buses

PEM

AWE

6

Trucks

PEM

AWE

7

Trains

PEM

AWE

8

Ships and planes

PEM

AWE

9

P2G to Power

PEM

AWE

PEM

AWE

Alkaline electrolyzers

• Relatively costcompetitive

Industrial

Transportation

10 P2G to Grid (blending)
P2G

• Higher durability
• Consolidated track
record
PEM electrolyzers

• Contained space
requirements

• Higher flexibility at
different load levels
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De Nora acquisition: strategic rationale for Snam
Exposure to the fast growing electrolyzer market

Leverage De Nora technological edge in Snam ventures

• electrolyzers potential choke point of the hydrogen value

Improve competitive edge of Snam’s H2 ventures

• 60% hydrogen market expected in 2030 to be in alkaline

• PEM and AWE Electrolyzer covers current addressable market
• Technology edge required to compete in new projects

chain: 40 GW EU capacity target by 2030 vs current ~0.2 GW
water electrolyzers (AWE) technology where De Nora is a
leading provider

Cross-selling potential between De Nora and Snam projects

• Alkaline Technology is complementary to PEM where Snam

• Snam can leverage De Nora JV’s commercial reach and know-

has a partnership with ITM Power

40GW

Capacity additions MW/y

Global electrolysis capacity becoming operational annually,
2018-2023 historical and announced

how closer to hydrogen production

• Snam strong position along the hydrogen value chain can

support De Nora commercial development in hydrogen projects

2000
1500
1000

Provides exposure to fast-growing water sector

500

• Growing sector, where technology is enabler to generate

0
2018

2019

2020

largest project

2021
total

2022

2023

2030
EU
target

opportunities

• Potential use of water treatment technology in biomethane
process

Strategic fit in the growing hydrogen market
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Energy Transition Investment Platform
Background

• Growing market focus on
opportunities with exposure to
energy transition and
decarbonization; lack of
focused investment platforms

• Energy Transition Investment
Platform to fill this niche, with
focus on projects and
companies operating in the
Energy Transition

• Managed by Independent
investment professionals with
significant track record

Snam Rationale

• Leverage our technical and industrial
expertise, to support an independent
investment platform

• Scope for Snam to gain indirect
exposure to investment themes,
projects and technologies, in a
financially disciplined and selective
manner

Where we are and timing

• Identified management
• Interest expected from a number of
potential partecipants

• Launch in 2021

• De Nora potential seed asset for the
investment platform

• Snam to be an anchor investor

Incremental disciplined exposure to financially attractive
energy innovation opportunities
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Closing remarks
Strategic partnership with global innovator in sustainable
technologies

Unique opportunity to strengthen our role in the energy
transition

Partnership supports Snam’s position in green hydrogen, a fast-growing
market

Seed asset for new investment platform on Energy Transition

Reaffirmed commitment to current risk profile and metrics

Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Snam S.p.A. (the “Company”) and is general background information about the Company’s activities
at the date of this presentation. The information in this presentation is provided in summary form only and does not purport to be complete.
This presentation does not contain all the information that is or may be material to the recipients of this information and does not take into
account any particular recipient’s requirements or objectives. This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an
offer to purchase any security.
The information in this presentation has not been independently verified. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to
the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the presentation and the information contained herein and no reliance should be placed on it.
Information in this presentation (including market data and statistical information) has been obtained from various sources (including third
party sources) and the Company does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such information. All projections, valuations and
statistical analyses are provided for information purposes only. They may be based on subjective assessments and assumptions and may use
one among alternative methodologies that produce different results and, to the extent they are based on historical information, they should
not be relied upon as an accurate prediction of future performance.
This presentation may be amended and supplemented as the Company sees fit and should not be relied upon for the purpose of entering
into any transaction whatsoever. The contents of this presentation should not be considered to be legal, tax, investment or other advice.

Back up

Business Overview
Description

Key Company Highlights

 De Nora is an international leading provider of
sustainable technologies worldwide, partner of choice

GLOBAL LEADER

for a variety of industrial electrochemical processes,
water and waste water treatment solutions. Thanks to
long-standing commitment to R&D, De Nora is the
most innovative provider of electrodes and key
components to address the world transition to
decarbonization and green hydrogen economy.
 The company is realizing its growth leveraging the
innovative

characteristics

of

high

performing

electrodes.
 The strategy of De Nora is responding to the global
sustainability
worldwide

mega-trends

sustainable

and

the

development

pursuit
goals.

of
The

investment in the development of clean technologies
for the environment are enabling the participation in
sectors with double digit growth markets

DIVERSIFIED
EXPOSURE

 Unequivocal
 Diversified exposure
leadership in longto attractive endestablished Electrode
markets.
business supported
 Sustainable growth
by high market share,
well supported by
patented
established
technologies and
megatrends and UN
factories close to

Sustainable
customers sites
Development Goals
for both electrode
and water
technologies

GROWING
MARKETS

CONTINUOS
INNOVATION

 Business
 The R&D program
Development and
drives new
Innovation processes
technologies and
targeting penetration
avenues for growth.
in new Strategic
 Potential to create
Arenas where
new products to
electrochemistry
replicate historical
plays a key role
success
(Energy Transition)
(electrowinning,
energy storage,
fracking, etc.)

TRUSTED
PARTNER
 Large installed basis
driving predictable
growth in
aftermarket sales,
leveraging on long
and trusted customer
relationships (about
40% of total sales)

EXPERIENCED
TEAM
 A Highly experienced
management team
with significant
industry standing and
length of tenure

SOLID
FOUNDATIONS
 State-of-the-art
facilities designed to
maximize efficiency
and flexibility,
recently established /
renovated, providing
a local presence
across key
geographies

FINANCIAL
STRENGTH
 Strong cash
generation in
established and
stable markets
funding organic
growth and M&A
opportunities
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Segments Overview
Electrode Technologies

Water Technologies

(~60% of Revenues)

Electrode Technologies is structrued along 3 key business
segments
ELECTRONICS &
SPECIALTIES & NEW
SURFACE FINISHING
APPLICATIONS
CHLOR-ALKALI

Description

 Supply of cells, anodes,
cathodes, coatings, gas
diffusion electrodes,
electrolyzers elements

 Supply of electrodes
 Re-coating services and
engineering services for
processes upgrading

 Maintenance/
retrofitting and
electrodes reactivation
services

Water Technologies is structrued along 4 key business segments
ELECTROCHEMICAL PLANTS DISINFECTION & FILTRATION
& SYSTEMS

MARINE
TECHNOLOGIES

POOLS

 Supply of electrodes for
various process and
technologies (e.g. H2
production,
electrowinning cathodic
protection)

 Supply of disinfection
 Supply of gas feed and
technologies for industrial instrumentation based on
use: sodium hypochlorite
chlorine gas and chlorine
generators, seawater
dioxide, ozone systems,
electrochlorinators, adv.
filtration solution and
oxidation process
media for absorption

 Supply of electrolytic
 Supply of electrodes for
disinfection ballast water swimming pool
treatment systems
electrochlorination
(safe, simple and cost
 Supply of marine sewage
effective way to
waste water treatment
disinfect pools)

 Bleach production

 Treatment of ballast
water in tankers, bulk
carries and other vessels

 Generation of chlorine
disinfectant in pool
water

 Marine (shipping and
shipbuilding
industries)

 Residential &
commercial swimming
pools

 Chemical removal of
microorganisms in water

 Production of
chlorine/ hydrogen/
sodium hydroxide
solution

 Production of copper
foil and printed
circuit boards

 Production of Metals
(copper, nickel, cobalt)
 Production/ storage of
H2

 Disinfection of industrial
process water by
producing hypochlorite/
chlorinated solution

 Chlorine & Caustic
Industry (Chemicals)

 Electronic semiconductor
(IT and lithium batteries)

 Energy & Infrastructure

 Oil & Gas, LNG

 Municipal

 Mining

 Petro-Chemicals

 Energy Infrastructure

 Automotive, Plumbing,
Industrial, Jewelry and
others

 Pulp & Paper

 Municipal

Applications

End Markets

(~40% of Revenues)

Incomparable know-how and capabilities, unique market share in the
main reference markets and strong partnership and customer
relationships

 Separation of inorganic &
organic solids from water  Treatment of waste
by using a suitable media
water on cruise ships

 Hotels & Spas

Comprehensive portfolio of quality solutions and leadership position in
Electrochlorination leveraging on electrodes know-how

De Nora Segments Overview
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Selected Key Historical Financials
2019A

2020F

CAGR '17'20

• Expected revenues 2020 >€500m, in line with 2019.
Revenues

505

510

6.3%

• Steady revenue growth at 6.3% CAGR over the 2017-2020
period

Income o/w ET Division
Stateme
o/w WT
nt
Division
EBITDA

299

297

3.1%

206

213

11.4%

73

88

7.9%

• EBITDA forecast of approx. €90m in 2020, 8% CAGR over the
2017-2020

• Significant CapEx cycle into manufacturing footprint and
capabilities over the period ‘17-’20.

• Strong cash generation and low leverage ratio
Margin EBITDA

Net Debt

14.5%

17.2%

Net Debt/
(Cash)

150

106

Leverage

2.1x

1.2x
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